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SPARTAN
WINS 14-4 IN
INITIAL TILT

By BOB SCHULTZ
The San Jose State baseball
team opened its season auspiciously in the Municipal Stadium Saturday, trouncing a highly touted
Bank of America team from San
Francisco, 14 to 4.
The game was a pitcher’s contest for the first four and one
half innings, with the Spartans
holding a slim one to nothing lead,
and then the rains came. Stan
Peterson, leading off in the Spartan half of the fifth, reached firist
base on an error, and Jack Marcipan folowed by working pitcher
"Big" Larsen for a walk.
Followed an array of walks, errors, and hits and when the smoke
cleared, 11 runs came across the
plate. Don Lopes climaxed the
wierd stanza when he lifted a
tremendous 365 foot home run
over the left center field fence
with the bases filled fuller than
a
25 -dollar-a-month
apartment
house.
With a 12 run lead, Con Maloney coasted the remaining distance,
giving up three runs in the sixth
and one in the eighth to the boys
from the city.
Maloney gave up seven hits,
walked five, and struck out three
in going the route for the Spartans.
Bank of America used three hurlers in attempting to quell the onslaught of Spartan runs. Perfume,
Larkin, and Ward Lane, throwing for them, gave up 14 runs, 14
hits, 9 walks, and struck out five.
Will Conklin led the Spartan
hitters with three singles. Paul
Cane and Stan Peterson connected
for tw blows apiece to follow
Conklin for the Spartan honors.

Lycurgus
Goes On Sale
Wednesday
"Lycurgus will be ready for the
public
Wednesday,
March
3,
thanks to a hard-working staff,"
says Editor Marian Ellis.
She explained that a staff of
37 members have been very busy
since the first week of the winter
quarter preparing the magazine to
suit the tastes of Spartan readers.
"Our newest issue will feature
a great deal more fiction, humor,
and satire than past issues." This
is due to a study of the wants
turned in by discriminating readers, and we aim to please," said
Miss Ellis.
Heads of the staff departments
include: Manager Al Campbell,
Business Manager Mike Thomas,
Associate Editor Lee Stronach,
Art Editor Bill Wagner, and Promotion Manager Sal Milian.

IFC Barbecue
Set For Saturday
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BASKETBALL
TILT WINDS
UP SEASON

By JOHN GOTHBERG
San Jose State and San Diego
FULL LEASED WIRE SERVICE OF UNITED PRESS
State meet tonight in the CCAA
basketball finale in Spartan paThe Press of the Globe Printing Co., San Jos., daltf-..._
Entered es second class matter in flu. San Jose Post Office.
vilion at 8 o’clock. Coach Bob
Bronsan’s Frosh hoopsters wind up
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, MONDAY, MARCH 1, 1948
Number 94
Volume XXXVI
their season In the preliminary
when they meet the Alameda
Shooting Stars at 8:30.

Mittmen Take Interest- Rises
JC Tourney; As Students Anderson Wins Renominate
By BARNEY BARNETT
Winning all but one bout, the
Spartan boxers waltzed off with
the Junior College Invitational
tournament championship Friday
night in the Men’s gym. The San
Jose mittmen turned back San Mateo JC 12-0 and won 13% to 1%
over Lassen Junior college.
Bob Anderson was forced to
fight all the way to gain the nod
over Ray Nelson of San Mateo in
the feature fight of the evening.
Nelson, in living up to his 85point rating, gave Anderson a
game, aggressive battle. Nelson’s
bobbing style took the first round
but Anderson moved in to win the
Anderson aprest of the way.
peared still off form but connected
with enough rights and left hooks
to win decisively.
In the first heavyweight match
Arvid Naslund finally started to
uncork his right hand and won a
third round T.K.O. over Harold
Kimbrough of Lassen.
In the second heavyweight brawl
Don Schaeffer made good use of
his infighting to still the fight song
of Lassen’s Jack Nightingale.
Schaeffer looked very sharp in
winning every round.
Kenny Cayace,a unleashed a
furious last-round barrage to
knock out Neal Beckett of Lassen
in the third round of the 150pound class.
Beekett’s southpaw
style had proved peizzling to the
Spartan dynamiter in the first
round and Kenny took a few on
the chin before he found the target. A left hook Just before the
end of the second sent Beckett
down and on his way out.
Joe DiBennedetto banged out a
second round T.K.O. over Kayoshi
Oga of San Mateo to open the
card. It was a free swinging affair while it lasted.
Sparta’s Al TaFoya dropped
Lassen’s Jim Martin in the third
round to earn the decision in the
130-pound class. TaFoya’s punching power proved too much for
Martin.
In a bout that tossed out the
principles of scientific boxing,
Happy Hirst& of San Jose outslugged and outclowned Norman
(Continued on Page 6)

Rifle Team Meets
Santa Clara Wed.

The Napredak Yugoslav picnic
grounds will be the scene of the
annual Inter-fraternity picnic and
In their first conference meet
barbecue on Saturday.
Dave Horn, Inter - fraternity of the season, San Jose State’s
president, announced that festivi- small bore rifle team will match
ties would begin at 4:30 sharp their shooting with Santa Clara
with a steak barbecue. The feed university Wednesday at 1 p.m.
Santa Clara holds the advanwil continue until 7 in the evening
when there will be a two-hour tage of using their home range,
break in the fun to allow those and having scored a win over the
who wish to attend the California Spartans in December.
Lt. Col. James K. Watts, ROTC
association
Athletic
Collegiate
boxing matches in the Spartan instructor in charge, declared that
he wouldn’t be surprised if we
gym.
From 9 to 1 the funsters will beat them this time. "Considering
swing and sway to the rhythms that this is the first year San
oU-Taini Walters. and -likinainbo , Jose has _had a rifle team, were
doing pretty fair," ail& the clone
from Oakland.

MATMEN PREPARE FOR CCAA
MATCHES BY DOWNING GATORS
San Jose’s Spartan wrestling
team repeated an early season triumph by whipping the San Francisco State Gators 24-9 in the
losers gym Friday night.
Rich Carlisle, Leo Raiche, and
Karl Jensen pinned opponents to
pace ttie locals. Bill Wardrip, Will
Drew and Phil Bray added hardfought decisions to the Spartan’s
score.
Tom Payne, Carl Holmberg, and
Jim Elliot dropped decisions to the
Gators. Payne made his first ap-
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pearance in two weeks after a
shoulder injury had shelved him.
In exhibition bouts for the JV’s
Don Daley, Howie McJilton, and
Don Foster turned back their foes
to complete the evening for San
Jose.
Jensen extended his string of
mat victories to 43. He came to
college with 32 wins, most of them
by falls, from San Jose high.
The Spartans will , compete in
the CCAA meet in the local gym
Friday and Saturday.

A victory over the Aztecs will
give an Jose its first undefeated
league record since the formation
of the CCAA back in 1939. A
triumph over the Gold and White
would still give the Border City
quintet only the second place spot
In the final standings.

Increased interest in political
affairs at San Jose State college
was in evidence Thursday and
Friday as a greater number of students turned out for nominations.
Entering the "new deal.’ election are 17 new aspirants to office, while seveLal candidates in
the first "affair" declined to run
again.
Seniors gathered ’Thursday at
their orientation meeting to nominate candidates for the second
time.
SENIORS
Those running for the office of
president are Bill Ellsworth, Harold Gluth, and Sal Milian. The
only candidate for vice-president
is Bill McFarland.
Ethyl Dodge and
Merideth
Hughes are competing for the
office of secretary. Nominated for
the treasurer position are Adele
Bertolotti, Dot Stinson, and Joyce
Woods.
Juniors turned out 50 strong at
their Council meeting Thursday
night to place three candidates on
white ballots and nominate seven
others for two offices.
JUNIORS
Bob Keller and Bob Sampson
will run unopposed as president
and vice-president respectively.
Winona Lyon will be the only one
placed on the ballot for the position of secretor’
Jeanne Kinney and Joan Polek
will vie for the office of treasurer
of the junior class. In contrast to
the last election where two persons ran on white ballots for junior justice seats, five students are
in the race. They are Dick Brown,
Tom Case, Winifred Helm, Eleanor
Johnson, and Fred Meischke.
SOPHOMORES
Sophomores nominated Friday
with a turn-out of 15. Vern Baker,
Dick Cirigliano, and Donald DeGeller were selected to run for
president. Joe Ashworth, Don Gifford, and Dick Robinson are racing for the office of vice-president.
Seeking the sophomore class
secretary position are Ramona
Hicks and Angie Panelli. Claire
McMurry is on a white ballot for
treasurer.
FRESHMEN
Freshmen went to their nominating session Friday to name ten
candidates. Arthur L. Butler arid
Ted Richmond are in the race for
president, while Art R. Butler and
Nancy Etherton will vie for vicepresident.
Sally Moody is on a white ballot
for secretary of the freshman
class.
Chet Kreps and Connie
Young are racing for the treasurer
post.
Nominated for two seats on the
Student Council were Robert
Madsen, Dean Price, and Roy de
Soto.

Psychology Club
asks that members leave with
Miss Boothby in the Personnel
office a schedule of free hours
before 3:30 tomorrow.

Spartans Open
Tennis Schedule

Last Thursday the new champs
elected Chuck Hughes captain of
the 1947-48 team. Hughes at present is the leading scorer in the
association with an average of
better than 15 points per game.
He will undoubtedly be a unanimous choice for All-CCAA honors
for the second consecutive year.
I Stu Inman and Bob Wuesthoff
!are two other league standouts
who may very likely bring honor
to themselves and San Jose State
by receiving top recognition.

SAL GUMINA
. . . Aztec guard

Vets’ Pay Raise
Takes Effect
Next Quarter

Dick
Barnes,
sharpshooting
center for the San Diegans, is
the outstanding hoopster from the
Border City.
He is the likely
starter at that position tonight.
Tom Keesey and Don Nuttall
probably will hold down the forward spots for the Montezumas.
Sal Gumina and Ken Wulfemeyer
are expected to start at guards.

The Scarlet and Black aggregation has dropped two league contests, one to the Spartans and
one to Santa Barbara. It is needless to say that a victory over
Pay increase for veterans of the CCAA champs would be a
World War II on April 1 will be feather in the cap of the Aztec.
automatic, according to the VetThe following represent the
erans’ Administration.
tentative starting lineup for San
However, a
recent bulletin Jose State: Stu Inman at center;
states that those who have more Chuck Hughes and Bob Hagen at
than one dependent and who wish forwards; Bob Wuesthoff and
to receive the $120 allotted for Ralph Romero at guards.
men with two dependents will
(Continued on page 5)
have to file a supplemental form in
order to obtain their increase.
Single veterans who have been
receiving $65, and married men
who have been recipients of $90
checks will receive their $75 and
$105 without further application.
Forms for supplemental filing
"Rooters are urged to turn
for men with two dependents will out tonight for the last schedbe made available in the near fu- ll led basketball game of the
ture and the VA advises veterans season," said Bob Culp, Rally
to watch the newspapers closely committee head. "A large secin order to facilitate their speedy tion will be roped off on, the
applications for the extra money. west side, and ushers will keep
The same bulletin also announc- out those without white shirts."
ed that the above increase would
The Spartan song girls and
apply only to vets taking at least yell leaders will be present
12 or more units. Those who are along with a band.
taking less than 12 units will have
If attendance at previous
their government allowances pro- games is any indication of the
rated under the old schedule.. The crowd that will be there tonight,
new pay raise will have no effect rooting section seats will be at
on the amount of money they re- a premium.
ceive.

ROOTERS ASKED
T9 WEAR WHITE

OFF THE WIRE
By UNITED PRESS

Edited by JACQUE WOLFF

HELSINKI Finnish politicians admitted Saturday that Russia
holds a powerful weapon in supplies of Soviet grain, which presumably
would be cut off if the pact proposed by Generalissimo Josef Stalin
were refused.
LONDONFive Arabs were killed and 25 were injured Saturday, when a garage was blown up in Haifa, the Exchange Telegraph
reported from Jerusalem.
PARIS -France and Great Britain have sent joint invitations to
14 other European countries to take part in a Marshall Plan conference on or about March 14, authoratative sources reported during
the weekend.
kop Drtina, Minister of Justice in the ooalition
Cabinet ousted by Communist Premier Klement Gottwalk, was reported officially Saturday to have suffered a fractured skull in a au"cide attempt.
LOS ANGELESWalter Reuther, president of the CIO United
Auto Workers, has described Henry A. Wallace as "Joe Stalin’s American agent."
HONOLULUDeparture of the carrier Valley Forge for Saudi,
Arabia, leaves the Navy without a single capital ship operating between the Pacific, Coast and China, the Honolulu Advertiser said
Saturday.
SEOUL- Casualty tolls in the latest outbreak of violence in south
Korea have been increased to 31 killed and 37 wounded, U.S. military
authorities reported over the weekend.
WASHINGTONChairman Arthur H. Vandenberg of the Senate
Foreign Relations said Saturday that quick Congregational action on
U. S. foreign aid programs is necessary to meet the challenge of

The scheduled tennis match
with San Mateo Junior college
Friday was cancelled due to bad
weather. A match probably will
be played this Friday.
The Spartans open their CCAA
schedule Saturday afternoon on
the Spartan field courts against
defending champion, College of
Russia’s political offensive.
Pacific.
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Purity Code History

PresidentMacQuarrieBlastedConferencePurity Rules In1935;
’San Jose State Forced To Retreat By Other Colleges
during the Fall and Spring playing periods according to the plan.
MacQuarrie’s
President T. W.
SCHOOLS SHOCKED
recent frank article decrying the
evils of athletic "purity codes"
Stunned by the sudden move,
was not the first time he has the Far Western conference, of
lashed out at inter-collegiate ath- which San Jose had been a memletic policies.
ber for the past eight years, askIn July 1935 the President elec- ed the college to kindly resign
trified Pacific Coast sporting cir- from the conference.
Dr. MacQuarrie’s actions, hailed
cles and brought the focus of national attention upon San Jose throughout the nation as one of
State by announcing a twofold the most progressive athletic
departure from conventional prac- moves in the history of competitive sport, was explained by the
tice.
President as "being dedicated enA double-barreled blast of his
tirely to the increased well-being
future’ policy stated that, hereof athletic students at this colSpartan
after, the eligibility of
lege."
athletes would be determined at
A SAD ENDING
San Jose and not by any outside
Sadly enough the plan came
"standardizing body."
Football
players in need of help would be abruptly to an end seven months
provided with room and board later when Dr. MacQuarrie anBy DAVE LEONARD

Sta

San

IEV

DAY EDITORThis IssueRUTH McCARTHY

Progress
Highlights of the recent Constitution Revision meeting were
criticisms and suggestions for improvement of student government
by members of the advisory board.
Confusion and contradition ruled the student body for a time
last week, and at first the loss of faith in the old constitution seemed
unfortunate. As we see things now, it was a blessing in disguise, for
it fully awakened Sparta to the inadequacy of a cumbersome, inconsistent document.
The new constitution has as a background thoughtful consideration and discussion of past experiences. It will be brief, tight, and
specific.
A vote of appreciation is extended to those who are responsible
for this needed improvement.

BITS OF BANTER
By ABNER FRITZ
. . . What a basketball rally! What talented vocalists! That
talented, kid from Alameda, commonly referred to around here as
Stu Inman is almost as good a singer as he is basketball player.
Teammates Bob Hagen, Chuck Hughes and Ralph Romero didn’t do
too badly either. Ditto Junior Morgan.
. . . Who was the king of England during World War If This
simple question asked in good faith by Dr. Moorhead in a recent examination got some simple answers.
The correct answer was George V, but candidates receiving write
in votes included Henry VIII, (he’s been dead for a while), Edward
VIII, (who was a young lad in his teens at the time and who has
since become famous for his abdication in favor of his love-life), and
George VI, (who holds the job right nOW).
-4
. . . Shirley Tallman received a clipping from a downtown paper
in an 8" x 10" frame from Bill Walker, A-Phi-0 past president. The
frame also contained a signature of Joe Juliano under the caption
"WANTEDfor Stealing ’Up Powell’!" Presentation was made during the noon hour rush in the Coop, with "Duke" blushing modestly,
and visibly affected by the presentation.
Look out, Alviso. The Spartan Daily Chpwder and Marching Society, which is the ORIGINAL San Jose State college Chowder and
Marching Society, is planning to meet in the very near future. No
public announcement will be made in advance of the meeting, but
you’ll know when it takes place.

HAVE YOU HEARD
By BEE KAY
February 12 was the date of the marriage of Barbara Whitaker,
Education major from San Jose, to Frank Brown, sophomore Journalism major from Turlock.
The newlyweds are living in San Jose while continuing their
studies at State.
The new Mrs. Brown is a member of Kappa Alpha Theta; her
husband holds membership in Alpha Pi Omega.
Holly Margaret Manegold, of Huntington Park, will become Mrs.
Jack Haddon at the end of this quarter.
The future bridegroom is a sophomore Journalism major from
Balboa, and is a member of La Torre photography staff. The brideto-be attended University of Southern California, where she majored
in psychology. She is now employed in Los Angeles.
Traditional Sigma Gamma Omega serving spoons where in order
at the last meeting following wedding announcements of two members.
Margaret Carstens, sophomore Journalism major, was married to
Carl Case at Calvary Methodist church on February 11. Both are
sophomore Journalism majors.
Geraldine Jurras, former student, was married February 20 at
the Stanford Memorial Chapel to Calvin E. Thomas, sophomore Art
major from Palo Alto.

HERE, ’THERE AND EVERYWHERE
Edited by RONNIE BAKER
0000e03000000:40200eir.f.e

U. Of Nevada
"There is no doubt that San Jose State has one of the finest
intercollegiate boxing teams," reflected Coach Clifford P. Devine,
University of Nevada. "However, I believe Si Corbett and Fred
Leon won their fights despite the decisions." (Si Corbett boxed with
Ray Forsythe and Fred Leon with Don Schaeffer.)

U. Of Calif.
Radio comedian Bob Hope has been tentatively scheduled to
broadcast from Berkeley, March 23. Hope also will do a show in
the Gymnasium for Men at the University of California after his
broadcast.

Thrust and Parry
Snook Ses,
Dear Thrust and Parry:

nounced that "the opposition ot
certain collegiate institutions is
seriously interfering with the
proper activity of many San Jose
The
students.
hostility
was
spreading to a point where we
could no longer cope with it."
Shortly thereafter it was ananounced that San Jose would
abide by the rules and policies
of the Pacific Coast conference
An immediately favored reaction was indicated as Stanford removed her athletic "boycott" and
from Fresno State came the murmurings of
"we’re pleasantly
Impressed."
Although forced to withdraw
his plans from operation Dr. MaeQuarrie hadn’t changed his mind
over some 11 to 12 years as history repeats itself.

Newport Officer Changes Badges
John Larson, of the Newport
Beach Police department, enrolls at San Jose State and replaces his regular star with the
Police School badge. SJS police
students (4une from various
parts of the United States and
the world.

In reply to Paul Dane’s Thrust
and Parry in Thursday’s Daily,
I would like to further qualify the
statements in a recent Plain Talk
column.
Photo by Erie Madison
My statements were based upon
opinions voiced in meetings at
small barrios by leaders of the
villages, with the exception of the
reference to the Ilukbaleihaps and
to American Relief Foodstuffs being diverted into black market
channels. The latter information
was given to me by friends now
living in the Philippines.
It is true, Dane, that quite a
few thieves are hiding behind the
cloak of the Huks to rob and pillage, but according to ray information the majority of this group
has arisen in protest to what they
term a raw deal.
I won’t go into*this further as
I know that the American people
are too self-centered to care what
goes on around them, no matter
how it affects them, but if Paul
Danes would contact me in the
Spartan Daily office some afternoon I would be very interested in
Calvin Club will devote three
talking to him.
Tuesday evenings to the study and
Hal Snook, ASB 1472
discussion of "The Event of the
Revelation of God." First of the
series will be held on Tuesday,
March 2 at 7:30 p.m. at the Campus Inn, 60 N. Third street.
The Rev. Goldthwait will lead
discussions on each of the three
Jim Gualtieri, former student occasions, devoting each evening
body treasurer was a visitor this to the study of one of the memweek to the Spartan campus.
bers of the Blessed Trinity. All
At present Gualtieri is employ- students are invited, says June
ed in handling passengers and Coates, Calvin publicity agent.
personnel for United Air Lines.
He works six out of every eight
days at Mills field, spendingh his
spare time seeing friends in the
Priscilla Gordon, senior, recentbay area.
One of the big reasons for his ly was elected to the office of
trip to San Jose was to cook a president of Eta Mu Pi, national
spaghetti dinner for his old room- honorary merchandising fratermate and friend, Freddy Albright, niey, according to Sal Milian,
Spartan wrestler, and Spartan member.
Other students elected were:
Daily business manager.
Friends of Gualtieri claims he Lloyd Weber, vice president; Dorcan tantalize any appetite with othy Simson, secretary; and Lenore Curt ice, treasurer.
his tempting spaghetti feeds.
Featured speaker for the instalWhile at San Jose State college,
he was a member of the Spartan lation was George C. Peocock,
nights, and served as president of general manager of the San Jose
that organization during the first Merchants association and Credit
bureau.
half of the 1946-47 school year.

SOCIAL SCENES

Calvin Club

Spaghetti Brings
Jim Gualtieri

Eta Mu Pi

Art rural Begins
o ng
A campus-wide clothing drive
foli-dd to foreign students is now
going on under the sponsorship of
Delta Phi Delta, national honorary art fraternity, announces
William Wagner, president.
"Although the drive will be concentrated mainly in the Art department, we are hoping all students will join in to help make
the drive a success," Wagner
stated. "We have a box in the
Art wing for contributions."
Clothing and all articles of apparel collected will be sent to
Professor Gents Matejka, Academy of Arts, Vienna, Austria, said
The
the fraternity president.
clothing will be distributed among
students of that institulon.

Torch And Sword
Is enrolleforch
and Sword, basic ROTC club, who
wish to become charter members
must be present at the next meeting, according to }al Snook, member.

FREE

The organization’s constitution
is now before the Student Council for approval and it is expected
the charter will be available for
signing Tuesday evening.

Chowder Society
The Young Men’s Southwest
Almaden Chowder and Marching
society has planned a conditioning and experimental squirrel
hunting expedition to take place
next weekend. It will prepare
members for the quarterly mountain lion hunt and bivouac slated
for the near future, Highly Exalted Chowdermaster R. Smedley
Cline, announced today.
The Chowder society is a chapter of the famous national society, by the same name, Cline
explained. Membership is on a
strict quota basis. One of the entrance requirements Is the capturing and housebreaking of a great
northern pop-eyed clam, a species
now extinct.
Officers of the group are: Highly Exalted Chowdermaster R.
Smedley Cline, Not -so-Highly Exalted Chowdermaster E. Lewis
Halsey, Most Trustworthy Keeper of the Strongbox K.E.G. Cutter, and Escriber of the Scroll,
R. Bruce Heisey.
COLUMBUS, Ind (UP).---Earl
Hogan placed Earl Hogan in jail.
One was a de ty sheriff and the
other a man wanted initi Check
fraud charge.

TWO PASSES

for the STATE THEATER, will be given away to some
lucky State Collage Student EACH DAY. All you have
to do is find your name appearing In tortl adyartisemnt in the SPARTAN DAILY. Some student’s name
will appear each day, and all the student must do is to
corn* to the SPARTAN DAILY office and identify himself
to Fred Albright, George Link, or Gordon Martin to
receive his FREE PASSES. . . .
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A CAPPELLA CHOIR SET
FOR CONCERT TUESDAY
When the A Cappella Choir gives its annual concert on Tuesday
at 8:16 p.m. in the Morris Dailey auditorium, 65 student voices will
ring forth under the direction of William Erlendson.
Choir members will be dressed in conventional black robes and
gold stoles for the second full dress concert since the war, Mr.
Erlendson reports. The program has been divided into three sections
consisting of choral, secular, and
songs of varied types.
The secular group of songs will
include the rarely performed work
of Debussy, "Whene’er the Tambourine I Hear," in addition to
selections by Delius, Vaughan
Williams, and Liszt.
The choir will be divided into
two groups for presentation of
WilIan’s "Finale From An Apostrophe to the Heavenly Hosts."
"This is an especially ’brilliant’
piece of work," Mr. Erlander commented.
The program also will include
"Turtle Dove," an arrangement
of an English folk song by a contemporary
English
composer,
Ralph Vaughan Williams. Wesley Wation, baritone, will be the
soloist.
Mr.
Erlendson
cited
"The
Splendour Falls," by Delius, as a
rather interesting
"chromatic"
choral selection on the program.
Miss Emily Baptista, soprano,
will be soloist when the choir
sings "Lost in the Night," by
Christiansen.

Staff Limits
La Torre Sales
Students planning to purchase
bigger, better 1948 La Torres are
urged to do so as early as possible, as there are ony a limited
number available and these are
to be sold on a first-come, firstserved basis.
A La Torre may be reserved by
either purchasing a $2 ticket, the
balance to be paid at a later date,
or by paying the full amount immediately.

Skiers Take Note
Of ’Golden Rule’
Taken from The Junior College
Clipper, Everett, Washington
"Do as you would be done by"
is the golden rule of ski traffic
(and don’t forget, that other guy
Such
has sharp ski poles, too).
few rules as the skier must observe are tbe results of a common
desire for self-preservation.
The downhill skier has the
right of way, except in an organized race where the foremost of
the downhill skiers has the track,
but he has certain obligations besides that of saving his own neck.
1. Don’t careen out-of-control
through groups of slower descending, momentarily stalled (unless
completely buried) or climbing
skiers. A broken leg (the toooften result of non-controlled skiing) takes longer to heal than a
dented posterior.
2. The warning cry "track" is
not a means to clear a path without regara for other skiers. It is
simply a warning to those below
of your presence (and there never
hae been a tree that has moved
for it yet).
3. Don’t follow another skier
too closely; they don’t carry taillights.
4. When forced to stop, move
quickly out of the path of th9se
fdllowing.

’Medea’ Play
Has No
Scene Breaks

Fill Out Blanks
All candidates running for office in Wednesday’s election are
requested to fill out information blanks in tbe Spartan Daily
office before 3 o’clock today.
Wednesday’s paper will carry
thumbnail sketches of all office
aspirants.

1RC To Hear
Del Eberhardt

Del Eberhardt, member of the
American Friends Service committee in Hungary and Austria,
will be guest speaker tonight at
8 at the International Relations
The Speech and Drama depart- club meeting, according to Presiment reports that Dr. James dent Paul Hunter.
Clancy’s production of Euripides’
Mr. Eberhardt served with col"Medea" will play from beginning
to end without a break. The ac- lege groups in Hungary and at
tion, ideas, and emotions of the present is working to establish
play are said to be so closely knit a liaison between American and
that the only way to present the European colleges and universities.
story is continuously.
The play depicts a barbarian
The American Friends Service
princess going through violent committee is sponsoring students
stages of jealousy. Medea has from western schools to travel
been deserted by her husband, abroad next Summer to help reJason, who desires a more advan- lieve human need and suffering.
tageous marriage. Though she Mr. Eberhardt will elaborate on
once made every sacrifice to help this subject.
Jason, Medea’s one aim in Euripides’ play is to hurt her husband in every conceivable way.
The play starts on an unusually
high note, and descends somewhat
during the middle portion, only to
mount to a climax at the end that
Is higher than the beginning. The
"Reconnaissance
Pilot"
and
chorus, sympathetic to Medea, but
revolted by her action, bring the "Mission to Rabaul" will be the
play back to the apparent nor- movies shown in room 210 of the
malcy% of the world we know; so Library tonight announces Franthat the author’s obvious inten- cis Wildman. Alpha Eta Rho, inaviation fraternity,
tion is that the audience should ternational
leave the theater in the condition, will sponsor the shows.
"all passion spent."
Captain John S. Babel, of the
The Greek play is deductive. It Military Science department, will
starts with the character almost speak on his experiences and the
immediately placed before the au- tactics involved on his missions
dience; the body of the play is an over Rabaul, after the showing of
amplification of the true depth "Mision to Rabaul."
and scope and intensity of the
character.
Tickets may be purchased in
the Speech office, room 57. Tbe
play will run this Thursday,
through Monday.
Student interested in the fol-

Frat To See
Air Movies

1.

Pianists Perform
In Recital Series

SPARTAN DAILY

Members of Delta Zeta, national panhellenic sorority, will install
the 66th college chapter of the organization of San Jose State college
this weekend. At this time 36 charter members will be initiated.
Activities will begin with formal initiation ceremonies to be conducted by national officers of the sorority on Friday evening and
Saturday morning. The installation banquet will be held Saturday
night in the Spartan room of the
Sainte Claire hotel.
Honored
guest at the banquet will be Dean
of Women Helen Minnick, who
will give the response.
Main
speaker for the evening will be
Mrs. Gertrude Houk Paries, NPC
delegate.
Mrs. Izetta Pritchard
also will be a guest’ of the sororlty.

Chapel Group
To Complete
Charter Today

The ASB Chapel committee
Sunday afternoon Delta Zeta
meets tomorrow afternoon at
will present the new chapter at a
4:30 in the Student Y lounge to
reception from 4 to 6 p.m. at
complete its constitution for subthe Student Union.
mission to the Student Council
Dr. Margaret Jones, head of the
for approval.
Home Economics department and
Fred Jobs, committee chairman,
a member of Delta Zeta, is honurges all ASB organizations on
orary adviser of the San Jose
campus to send representatives to
group. Mrs. Fern Wendt and
the meet. He adds that organMiss Pauline Lynch will serve as
izations which will be on the comactive faculty advisers.
mittee will be determined at the
Delta Zeta now has 88 alumnae
meeting.
chapters throughout the country,
Purpose of the ASB Chapel
and a membership of 18,500. The
committee is to conserve and dethree other California chapters
’elope the spiritual and cultural
are at Cal, UCLA and U8C.
resources of the campus, to
Charter members include Lois
strengthen the personal and religious loyalties of students and Bacon, Joan Bellinger’, Velma
faculty, and to promote better in- Bossen, Donaldine Bridges, Elizabeth Brisbin, , Hetty Brownlee,
ter-religious understanding.
Lee
Barbara
Butt’,
Frances
To date, the committee has
Champion, Patricia Elkins, Ruth
sponsored the Thanksgiving Day
Gallaher, Beverly Hansen, Mary
observance and the World Day of
Huse and Norva
Prayer service.
Ingram.
L.
Dorothy
Jackson,
Betty
Johnson, Claire Johnston, Elizabeth Kilgallen, Gloria Leonard,
Dorothy Littig, Ruth McQueen,
Carol Martinelli, Alida Morse,
Patricia Anne
BERKELEY, Calif. (UP). --A Mary Muffleman,
Nabors. Nellis
Patricia
Myers,
total of $2,227,553.55 in gifts and
Gayle Quinn.
pledges was received by the Uni- Nedom and
versity of California during FebRuth Ftainville, Sara Jane Ries,
ruary, President Robert Gordon Marion Sinz, Iva Stephens, Derell
Sproul reported Friday.
Stockfleth, Marie Adele ThompSproul told the board of regents son, Ina Beth Watson. and Faith
that the largest. single bequest Wilson.
was $2,000,000 "for university
purposes at Berkeley" from the
estate of Garret W. McAnerney,
San Francisco attorney who died
in 1942. McEnerney was a uniersity regent for 41 years.
Gifts for scholarships totalled
$83,075; for research in the physical sciences. $32,813; for social
sciences, $24,530; geological sciences. $23,398; agriculture, $15,Claude Rains
366; medical sciences, $14,774, and

U. C. Regent Wills
Fortune To Cal

JOB SHOP

lowing positions should contact
Miss Doris Robinson in the Placement office immediately:
TEACHING
and
secretarial
candidates interested in Alaska
now can have excellent opportunities in this area.
GRADUATES
interested
in
teaching in South America on
both the primary and secondary
levels.
ACCOUNTING graduates are
wanted for positions in the finan- libraries, $588.
cial field. Excellent opportunities.

Future To See
Television In SF
SAN FRANCISCO (17P)Television broadcasts in the San Francisco Bay area will begin within
a year under present plans, a
National Broadcasting company
executive said today.
Fred E. Mullen, NBC director
of television, says a station to be
built by the San Francisco Chronicle will be the NBC television
outlet in the Bay area. He said
that the area can expect to see
coast to coast broadcasts of television by 1950 "at the latest."

5 TATE

No trouble;. . wholly automatic ... soap FREE

DO YOUR WASH
in 30 minutes. 30c a wash . . . free parking.
All machines are automatic & brand new.

463 So. 2nd St.
Daily 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Sunday 10 to 3 p.m.

NOW""Invisible Man"
"Invisible Man
Returns"

p

NEW SHOW WEDNESDAY

HOLLYWOOD’S
19TH ANNIVERSARY SALE!
Our answer to the high cost of living! We have assembled these items, and in most
cases they are priced at a fraction of the original selling prices.

Save

$

Reg. 16.9$ to 29.95

NOW r
Now

Blouses
Odds and ends \ of severe’
styles ... while they last

$

$

$

$

$

Save

Hooded Coats

Dresses
414.115 to 16.95

1100

Removable hoods, in all wool
.nisdzi_ and covrts. New IWO
colors. up to 45.00-va1ue.

Puritan Collar Coats
2930
All wool, flare
Spring shades. Reg. 39.96

All Sales
Real
No C.O.D.’s
Charge It
90
Days To Pay

Special---Sugar Coats
All wool boxy coats.
Two styles . . . 6 colors

86 South First

11

NATIONAL SORORITY ADDS
66TH CHAPTER AT SJS

Beverly Busch and Robert Keller, pianists, will take part in the
second of a series of three informal music recitals to be given
Wednesday at 12 noon in room
108 of the Music building, the
Music department announced Friday.
Joe Cathey, cellist, and George
Cunha, oboelst, also will take part
The U.S. Marine Corps was
In the program which is open to
NOTICE the Phelan literary founded Nov. 10, 1775, in Philadelany interested students wishing contest rules are available in phia. Its first commandant was
to attend.
Maj. Samuel Nicholas.
room H28.

Here it is, students . your
LAUNDERETTE

Col. 9746-J
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Hollywood
SMART

SHOP

CONSTITUTION BOARD
Leak,
Plaster Falls OFFERS FRUITFUL ADVICE
TO THE SPARTAN
week’s meeting of the Constitution Revision Advisory board
BASKETBALL TEAM On Vet’s Heads was, Last
in reality, one of the first in regards to fruitful criticism, accordSPARTAN DAILY
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By STELLA BARRETO

By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Press Staff Correspondent

Every heart is filled with pride, every eye is upon the door,
WASHINGTON
(UP). Most
As the Gold and White of Sparta come out onto the floor,
of the fellows who fought and won
Two thousand hands clap wildly, while a thousand voices cheer,
the war for you have a roof over
"Come on, State, let’s win this game, let’s win the crown this year." their heads at last.
But the roof has holes in it.
It leaks. Not only that the
J t before the whistle blows, the noise of the crowd at a halt,
u gather in a familiar huddle, around a familiar figure, Coach plaster is dribbling down on
Johnny’s crib in chunks.
The
Walt,
Five pairs of hands grasp Coach’s --with anxious face you hear his floors let in a couple of inches of
daylight at the baseboards.
The
plea,
window sills are warped.
The
me!"
and
crowd
this
clean
for
State,
and
hard
play
"OK, boys,
basement admits a gush of water
when it rains.
You take your places on the floor and shake hands with the other
One GI wrote in to say he put
boys,
up $10,000 for a new house. A
noise,
the
sighs,
the
smiles,
crowdthe
all
the
You are oblivious of
month later his eight -year-old
There’s Hagen and Hughes, Weusthoff and Romero, and at center male heir was out in the yard
position Stu,
making like Bob Feller. The kid
The referees are ready, the scorers, the timers, the crowd and you. wound up and let one go down
the middle. A second later, his
The whistle blows, the game is started, the ball is tossed in the air, mom was startled to see a baseHagen takes the tip off- -down he goesacross the center line and ball crack through the side of the
house and roll under the davenholds it there,
port in the living room.
The
But, just for a second the defense is tighthe looks for an opening
shack was that poorly built!
choose,
to
Late in 1946, the Veterans of
He spots his man- he passes the ball, and there to receive it is
Foreign Wars conducted a survey
Hughes.
among 8000 of its posts. It reported that seven per cent of the
Chucker dribbles on out, stops, and hook passes out to Romero.
soldiers and sailors of Disaster
Hank starts to shoot from far on out ---fakes and passes low,
No. II were living in attics, which
Wuesthoff takes it at the right of the keyover to Stuwho jumps is swell if you like antics.
clear of the floor,
Fifty per cent had neither a
The ball drops through the basketthe crowd is on its feetour private bath nor a refrigerator.
Thirty-five per cent had motherteam has begun to score.
doublein-law miseries living
deck with the folks.
We’ve watched our team play good ball all this season,
The VFW gets fanmail by the
We’re proud of our teamand for a darn good reason,
sackful today. All of it indicates
too,
State,
Fresno
and
Poly,
Pacific,
Didn’t we beat
that the sittNtion is getting worse
And San Diego, St. Mary’s once and Santa Barbara’s gold and blue? instead of better.
Movies have
been made to point up the crisis.
And let’s not forget the rest of the team who helped us in our gain, Magazine articles have been pubBoys like Marks, Enzenberger, Morgan, and the comedian-player, lished. GIs have written to their
congressmen. Congress has fidRed Kane,
dled with bills. Nothing happens.
Or Staley, Wunker and George Keene, whose playing on the floor,
The VFW’s letters say some
Together with Cruz, Allen and Denevi helped us win by a greater
pretty nasty things, mostly about
score.
contractors who charge a fright
for poor material, loosely glued
And let’s not forget our Coach Walt, eithermodest, smiling and together.
Also some uncomplisomewhat shy,
mentary remarks about landlords.
He never under -rates the other team -he always gives credit to the
other guy,
So we’d like to soy "CONGRATULATIONS"to each and every one,
From each and every Spartan we sayIt’s been a jobWELL
DONE!
FREE MOVIES tonight sponsored by Alpha Eta Rho.
Rm.
L210 at 7 p.m.
POWOWS FRESHMAN CLUB
meets today, room 119, 7:30.
Y CABINET MEETING at student Y today, 4:30.
Y EXECUTIVE COMMI’lThE
SAN FRANCISCO (UP).Dr. luncheon at student Y today, 1:30.
LOS ANGELES (UP). Four
to five years of prosperity for Ira B. Cross, University of CaliINTERNATIO NAL RELAthe United States and a rapid end fornia economist, said today the TIONS CLUB today, room 20, at
to the housing shortage were fore- nation is hurtling toward a de- 7:30. Mr. Eberhardt will speak
cast by the president of the Bal- pression.
on his work with college students
Cross told the Commonwealth in Austria, Hungary, and will distimore and Ohio railroad.
club a business recession "is here cuss the possibilities of student
"In my experience the country now," but
charged that nothing groups going to Europe this sumbeen
prosperous
except
has never
was being done about it "because mer.
when heavy construction has been this is
an election year."
ETA TAU RHO today, 7:10
going on in a big way." R. B.
Ile said prices will continue to sharp. Election of new officers
White told a press conference go down,
"but no one knows how slated. Note the new room, 17.
here. "And there is a lot of far." Ile
blamed high prices on
SOCIAL AFFAIRS meet in
heavy construction now."
Congress, pressure groups who re- room 24 tomorrow, 4:30.
In the Midwest and East more fuse to have any interference in
SOCIAL AFFAIRS COMMITconstruction is residential, which their interests--and the fact that TEE meeting in Student Union
means the housing problem is just the public’s buying power is today, 12:30 and 3:30.
Short
greater than the supply of goods. meeting for members to OK new
about solved, White said.
constitution.
FOR RENT: 11,i blocks from
DELTA PHI DELTA meeting
college. Room for boy. Large today, room A-1 of Art wing at
RALLY COMMITTEE meet to- closet, dresser and study table. 4:30.
426 So. 7th St. B. 2114-R.
day at 7, Student Union.
ARNOCOMA check your COOP
FOR SALE: ’38 V-8 cony. box immediately.
ETA EPSILON meet today at
coupe,
$800.
Good condition,
7:30 in H-2.
SOJOURNERS CLUB meet at
GENERAL ELEMEN TARY, skirts, radio, etc. See Ed Gas- room 139, Commerce wing, today
KINDERGARTEN PRIMARY per, 222 S. 7th, after 6 p.m.
at 7.
SAVE MONEY: Cook your own
AND GENERAL JUNIOR HIGH
SWIMMING
CLUB
tonight
Modern,
fully
equipped from 7-9 at pool.
STUDENTS planning to do their food
quar- kitchen available 24 hours a da
student. teaching the_
WOMEN’S ATHLETIC ASSOor men s u en
ter must make application mmeo ng e
omen’s gym classprivileges.
Call
Col. room, 4:30. Nominations for new
diately with the Education secre- laundry
tary, Miss Armstrong, room 161. 8952-W.
officers and plans for party.

77

I Announcements

To Each His Own!

Prosperity

Depression

ing to leaders of the Revision committee. Members of the board,
composed of two representatives from each department, received
copies of a rough draft of the new constitution, and offered comments and suggestions.

1

Presentation of the document
to the Student Council was
scheduled to take place tonight,
but Beverly Clay, chalrtnan of
the committee, will ask for an
extension. The board will meet
Ruth Isabel Seabury, noted again Thursday night at 7:30 in
world traveler and close friend room 117 for further discussion.
of the late Mohandas K. Gandhi,
The new constitution calls for
will visit the Student Y tomor- an increase in the size of
the Sturow at 11:30 to lead a discussion dent Council
to include five ex-body.
student
period open to the
ecutive officers, eight class repreA. renowned speaker on the in- sentatives, and two representaternational and interracial broth- tives-aklarge. The five executive
erhood of man, Miss Seabury has officers will be president, vicebeen called an "internationalist president,
recording
secretary,
by instinct." She first met Gand- corresponding
secretary,
and
hi when she was a delegate to treasurer.
International
Missionary
the
Duties of the Council would inCouncil in Madras, India, in clude the prescribing and publish1938.
ing of qualifications of candidates
Formerly with the American for student body and class offices.
Youth Foundation at Camp Mini- This was inserted to insure efwanca, she is now educational ficient handling of student body
secretary for the American Board business, Mies Clay said.
At the next meeting, the board
of Commissioners For Foreign
Missions. Miss Seabury is on her will discuss, among other things,
way to Japan to work with Dr. a proposed board of control and
Hachiro Yuasa, eminent Japanese the possibility of continuity in the
membership of the Council. This
Christian leader.
would mean more of the council
representatives would be elected
in the Winter quarter.

Visitor Here
Knew Gandhi

H. S. MAY OFFER
AERO COURSES CAL REQUESTS
ROSEVILLE,
Calif
(UP).- - FARM JOBS
School officials have announced
the Union High school here may
offer aviation courses within a
few weeks to senior students.
Vice-Principal
Eugene Benedetti, prospective instructor of
the course, said William McGowan, northern California aviation
consultant for the State Department of Education, has approved
plans to offer the course.
The school board is expected to
approve addition of the classes at
its next meeting, Benedetti said.

WAA To Hold
General Session
WAA will hold a general meeting this afternoon at 4:30 in the
classroom of the Women’s gym
for the purpose of nominating
officers for the coming year announced Andy Andersen, president, Friday.
All persons now participating
in any WAA activity (basketball,
swimming, golf, fencing, bowling,
and reheats) are urged to attend
by Miss Andersen. Plans will be
made for a party which will be
held during dead week.

DAVIS, Calif. (UP).The University of California College of
Agriculture has issued an appeal
for farm employment opportunities for students wanting "practical study" this summer.
Dr. George Hart, head of ’the
animal
husbandry
department,
said there are many students at
the Davis school who "never have
been on a farm."
He said a summer of indoctrination work on ranches and farms
would enable them to choose the
type of farming they wish to enter.

FRI.. MARCH 5 at 8:15

BALLET THEATRE
Co. of 100. Symph. Orch.
Gisolle - Interplay -Gala performance
1.20, 1.80, 2.40, 3.00, 3.60

MON., MARCH 8 et 8:30

rsl
It
rr
a:
th

San Carlo Opera Co.
"Cavalleria Rusticana"
and "Pagliacci"
Co. of 125 - Symph. Orch.
1.20, 1.80, 2.40, 3.00 inc. tax
Aud. Box Office
Col. 7087
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"Well, I

can keep the Dentyne Chewing Gum, can’t 1?"
"What’s a little rap like twenty years if I can
have all I want of delicious, clean tasting
Dentine Chewing Gum. Just thinktwenty years
to enjoy that rich, long lasting flavor and all that
time Dentyne will help keep my teeth whits."
Dentine GumMad. Only By Adams

Are Whipping Into
SIDELINE sLANTs San Jose Trackmen
Shape For Interclass Meet Thursday

_SI2aztan DcziL
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San Jose Frosh Nine Plays Firestone
Tomorrow; Schedule Is Released

They follow a long line of converts, including Buck Shaw, Paul
Brown, and Jack Sutherland.

By A. M. FRITZ

Freshman baseball officially
begins Tuesday afternoon with a
game with Sequoia High school
In Redwood City, George Borden,
assistant Frosh baseball coach.
revealed.

. If this column could pass
out bouquets it would do so with
a hearty word of praise for Dr.
MacQuarrie’s column which appeared in Wednesday’s Spartan
Daily.

"We have a lot of good talent
out there," Borden said, "and it
looks to me as though the Freshmen are headed for a successful
season, though there are only
two ’home games’ scheduled."

Most people connected with college athletics should agree that
if there is going to be any subsidization made, and this column
believes that subsidization is not
only proper but in many cases a
necessity, every one should have
enough intestinal fortitude to
keep it open and above board.

Outstanding Freshmen in the
pitching department include Pete
Mesa, who formerly played for
Mountain
View
high
school;
’Lefty Craig, who hurled for San
Jose high, and Dewey Roach, who
threw for Campbell high.

REBOUNDS

GOOD TALENT

OLD STORY
The story of the hurdle and
sprint ace at a southern California school (we name no names)
who received $250 a month from
the alumni of this southern California school has a distinct odor.
He "worked" for it. Once a month,
broom in hand, he swept a small
section of sidewalk in front of a
university buildipg.
. . . Why grandpa what big eyes
you have!! Check the bee-000-tiful shiner that Nick Diez is sporting where he once had only a plain
left eye. Anyone with a spare seeing-eye dog please contact Nick.
NEW RECORD TONIGHT
. . . We doubt if Stu Inman is
worried about scoring 22 points
tonight. That is the total the big
Spartan center from Alameda
needs to tie the State scoring record, presently held by Ed Maggetti with 338 points for one season’s work.
Inman is a team player, while
Maggetti never hesitated to shoot.
It’s quite possible that the Alameda ace will bucket two-score
and two points Monday. If not,
there will be other games this
year, (WE HOPE).

Recently two more foot ball
coaches left college gridirons Lu
join the professional ranks. "White
Letter" McKeever will pilot the
Chicago Rockets and "Bo" McMillin, beloved coach at Indiana
University, accepted an offer from
the Detroit Lions.

,

CREAM OF CROP
The professional teams are
skimming off the cream of college
coaches. The reason is simple . .
the pros are paying more money.
The result, at least from the colis
standpoint,
lege
alarming.
league
big
football
Eighteen
teams are -now operating. -Each
and every one will go all out to
land the outstanding coaches, and
they all come from college campuses.

contract to Indiana
still had seven years to run, lie
was an institution on the Hoosier
campus, yet the Detroit Lions lured him to their den. Fritz Cryster
is currently being courted. Who
will be next ... lyn Waldorf, Jeff
Cravath, Bernie Bierman, Frank
Bob Bowles, now playing bas- Leahy?
ketball for the Frosh, will join
ALL AMERICAN PROBLEM
the squad as a pitcher. Other basProbably more disconerting is
ketball men who are to join the
diamond squad include Don Wet- the college "football star" probterstrum, shortstop: and Orville lem. Men who are potential AllAmericans can’t help but be
Orton, first baseman.
aware of the fact that they are
INFIELDERS
under close observation every SatInfield men include Bill Kurst, urady afternoon. They would be
foolish not to display their wares
Earl Wright and Bob Nelson.
"The squad has been working for the professional scouts and the
out for the past three weeks," majority of them are not foolish.
Borden stated. The squad has One just doesn’t ignore chances
been pared to 23 men. Uniforms of fifteen and twenty-thousanddollars-a-season jobs if there is
were issued recently.
a possibility of landing one.
The Freshman schedule
Colleges are the proving grounds

By PAUL VON HAFFTEN
The Interclass Track meet has been moved up to Thursday and
Friday of this week Coach Bud Winter revealed. This meet originally
was set for March 11-12. With so little time left, the San Jos* State
trackmen are really digging in and working out hard. Their rivalry for
the Interclais Track meet has speeded up +herr times and the distances
in the track and field events.
GAMMA PHI BETA

Cagers Face Aztecs
Tonight In Gym

It is expected that a large
crowd will be on hand to witness
the Interclass fray. Another organization has come into the
fold and is backing the Tom Bir(Continued from Page 1)
mingham entries. This group also
Coach Walt McPherson hopes
will pass out ribbons to winners
to wind up a successful season in
at the meet. This organization is
a triumphant fashion tonight.
the Gamma Phi Beta.
Last week the Spartans gave one
Other groups whieh are sup- of their most dismal performances
porting teams and officiating at of the year when they received
the meet include: Silver Sabers a sound thrashing from USF.
and Allenians Who are backing
Early last month the Washingthe Woody Linn entries. A third ton Square boys showed a streak
group, Mu Delta Pi, is backing the of fire as they knocked over the
Connie Kazarinoff’s men, while Aztecs, 55-39. However, on -that
Phi Epsilon Kappa members will particular occasion the locals had
officiate at the meet. This is the a hot night while the San Diego
Physical Education’s department team had to play without the
fraternity.
There isn’t much time for the
other organizations to get behind
their favorites. Let’s jump on the
band wagon and get behind your
favorites.

CAGE CAPTAIN

LIKINs
"We will win," declared Don
Smalley, ace Spartan runner, who
is on Bob I.ikins team. "With men
like Dave Psaltis and Overhouse
entered, we’ll give our opponents
a rough time."
Other captains who challenge
Linn’s claim to the tit le are Tom
Birmingham.
Thelno
Knowles,
Connie Kazarinot f . and Merle
Knox.
Let’s get out and support them
all. They deserve it.

RED 110T RACES
for the prom in this age. They are
Coach Winter also has promised
becoming nothing but farm teams
March 3: San Jose Hligh, there. for the play-for-pay boys.
that there will be some red hot
track events especially in the 440
March 5: Salinas JC, there.
KIDS EYE PRO JOBS
and the 100 yard events.
March 8: San Mateo Junior colIn the quarter mile event Coach
Ken McGill. ex.-Spartan yell
lege, there.
leader
and currently
student Winter has had the following outstanding runners from the varMarch 9: San Mateo High school, teaching at Roosevelt Junior high,
sity squad: They are Fred Mansays
even
the
thirteen-year-olds
there.
are looking past college at the gini, Dick Herrick, Tom BirmingMarch 11: Bellannlne High, pros and the easy money.
ham, Thleno Knowles and Dick
Webster.
there.
There is no other sport which
The 100 yard dash is expected
March 111: Lincoln High at Lin- brings out more of that much to be a close thriller with the varthan
spirit"
laughed at "school ,
coln, there.
sity runners. They include: Bob
college football. The ,pros are Bingham, Don Smalley, Steve
March 17: Mission High (San
now attempting to steal the show O’Meara,
Dick
Kaufman and
Francisco), there.
and they are not doing bad.
Larry Coombs.
March 19: San Mateo High,
Each year the attendance figThere are several prominent
ures climb among the pro ranks. novice runners also. They are:
there.
The Cleveland Browns of the All - Keith Ewsrds, Jack Donaldson,
March 30: Santa Clara High, America league have cheer leadall-CCAA fullback; Dave Psaltis,
there.
ers, a girls’ marching band, they frost’ football star; Dave Costa,
March 31: Mission High (San give away free automobiles, and John Avila and Ray Taber.
Hollywoodize the sport in general
Francisco), there.
. . . and it’s paying off.
Hand grenades were used by
April 1: Lincoln High at LinIs college football taking a back
U.S. Marines who served under
seat?
coln, there.
John Paul Jones during the RevApril 2: San Francisco State at
olut ion.
SF, there.
........ipsisomemosmserossomeameseme.
March 2: sequoia High there.

CHUCK HUGHES
... While on the subject of scoring, Chuck Hughes since his return from the Hawaiian Islands
has been a consistently high scorer, and we are certain that had he
played a ful season "the Chucker"
would have eclipsed Maggetti’s
338 before this.
Hughes plows his last basketball
game of the conference Monday
April 6: Stanford-Froah, there.
night. While he has one more year
of football eligibility, the San
April 9: Modesto Junior colDiego game will be his last effort ere, here.
Dr. Raymond Mosher, head of
for the Spartan cage team, barthe Psychology department, and
April
14:
&Hermitic
Hight
ring playoffs and invitations to
Dr. Fred M. Tidwell, associate
there.
possible tournaments.
professor of Commerce, are new
April 15: St. Mary’s, there.
advisers for Theta Mu Sigma, sofraternity, announced Secrecial
April 17: San Francisco State,
tary Bill Collins.
here.
The new advisers will replace
Dr. Donald D. Glad, who is leavApril 20: Santa Clara, there.
Graduate Manager Bill Felse
ing San Jose State college for a
May 1: Cal Fresh at Berkeley.
asks all organizations to pick up
position at University of Colorado,
requisition signature blanks in
May 8: Modesto JC at Modesto., Collins stated.
Coop boxes. This is the second
batch of slips mailed in the past
few months, and still unclaimed,
These blanks must be signed and
returned to room 32 before organizations can pay any bills by
check, according tci Mr. Felse.

CHUCK HUGHES
services of their star player, Dick
Barnes.
Bob
F.nzensperger and
Hal
Marks will undoubtedly be called
upon tonight to help San Jose’s
effort to crush the southern invaders. Both of these boys have
betn doing an excellent job of
late with their fine defensive and
offensive play.

35c

BOX LUNCH

35c

or you may select
SANDWICHES - PIE - MILK - ETC.
For Bag Lunches
FRANCIS I. SCHAEFFER
SAN JOSE BOX LUNCH
SELF SERVICE 135 E. San Antonio

New Advisers Join
Theta Mu Sigma

Organizations .Told
To Pick Up Blanks

-

WILL BE AT THE

CHAT AND CHEW
in the homey atmosphere of

SAM’S
with
CHEF AL

SOPHOMORE

"H 0 P"

where the GI dollar goes farther
5.75 meal ticket only 5.00

MARCH 12, 1948

on Santa Clara
across from Lucky’s

RAINBOW BALL ROOM

It’s Always the right time for Delicious Ice Cream

AMERICAN DAIRY ICE CREAM
AMERICAN DAIRY PRODUCTS
17th and Santa Clara
r"

1
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SJSC TAKES "30" Club
GYMNASTICS To Tour UP,
2ND PLACE SF News Office
Don Stewart and Bob Dunham
led the favored Stanford university gymnastics team to first
place in the triangular meet held
Thursday night in the Spartan
small gym. More than 200 spectators watched the Indians rack
up a total of 106 points. The Spartans finished second with 681/2
points, and the College of the Pacific finished a poor third with
281/2 points.
Stewart and Dunham led the
Indian point -getters with first
places in tumbling and the rope
climb respectively, but Ted Knight
and Byron Thomson, also of
Stanford, put on a near perfect
performance with a possible 9
out of 10 points in doubles.
Outstanding for the Spartans
were Don Selmons, Oscar Metz,
and Bill Mauer. Seimons won the
parallel bars and took second in
the long horse. Metz took first in
the long horse. Bill Mauer won
his specialty, the trampoline.
Metz and Dick Brown with second and third places respectively
in the parallel bars gave the Spartans a sweep in that event..
Off their performance last night
the Spartans may be favored when
the CCAA finals are held during
the Winter Carnival on March 5
and 6. Gymnastic events will start
at 2 p.m. on Friday afternoon in
the Men’s gym.

A tour through the San Francisco News office, the United Press
office, an advertising agency, and
possibly Schwabacher Frey Co., is
in store for Journalism, Adverr
tising and News Photography majors, according to Vern Baker,
president of the 30 club, which is
sponsoring the trip. The trip is
to be held Saturday, March 13,
Baker said.
Baker wishes to emphasize that
all Journalism and Advertising
majors are invited, whether they
are 30 club members or not.
Transportation will be provided.

Allenians And ROTC
Groups Sponsor Team
The Torch and Sword and Silver
Saber society will join the Allenians in sponsoring Woody Linn’s
track team at the Intramural meet
to be held Thursday and Friday.
Jack Fowler, Silver Saber society president, and Phoebe Davidson of the Allenians will be in
charge of the joint rooting section.

DEAN OF MEN
REPORTS ON
FROSH FRAT
Dean of Men Paul M. Pitman
states that he is in touch with
Dean Ray Glos of Miami university, Oxford, Ohio. Dean Glos is
national secretary - treasurer of
Phi Eta Sigma, national freshman
scholastic honor society.
According to Dean Pitman, this
organization takes in freshmen at
the end of their first term and
they remain members of the organization for life.
New members are chosen strictly on the basis of scholastic abili ty.
"When you get to be in upper
division
there
are
scholastic
groups to which one can belong,"
states the dean, "but this is an
organization
t ha t
encourages
scholarship on the lower levels."

Brass Hats!
Somewhat ruefully, members
of the ROTC accepted issue of
brand new rifles last week and
were reminded of the old saying, "Rank bath Its privileges."
Lucky cadet officers and first
sergeants will not be loaded
down with the cumbersome
weapons.

LOCAL HAMLIN TOWN WAITS
FOR STUDENT PIED PIPER
There’s a rat in Spartan City!
With the night’s supply of
midnight oil exhausted, and
bleary - eyed students tucked
snuggly into their beds, the
beasts and crawling things come
out to cavort.
A noise awakened Bob Blackmon, journalism major, the
other night. Thoughts of burglars sneaking after the remains
of his GI check popped into his
head. Ile grabbed an ax (it Just
happened to be handy) and sallied forth.
No burglar appeared, but
gnawing his way through a wall
was a rodent of the species
"rat." A mighty swing missed
the rodent and nearly liquidated

Mu Delta Pi, social and service
fraternity, will hold its first dance
of 1948 this Friday afternoon, revealed Tom McColley, president
of the group.
Location of the
dance will be announced later.

tie
PHILIP MORRIS

is so much
better to smoke!
PHILIP MORRIS offers the smoker 1..i urns
benefit found in no other cigarette. For PE-.
MUMS is the ONE, the ONLY cigarette recognized by leading nose and throat specialists as
definitely less irritating.
Remember: Less irritation means more
smoking enjoyment for you.
Yes! If every smoker knew what PHILIP
MORRIS smokers know, they’d all change to
PHILIP MORRIS.

(Continued from Page 1)

1936 Oldsmobile
FOR SALE
Overhauled motor, transmission,
clutch, radiator, starter, generator.
New front wheel bearings, heavy
duty battery, tires, and extras. This
wonderful buy is a 4-door sedan
with a very good radio. You can
’wive it for only $525.

MUST SELL
Inquire 318 N. tvlh St.

war!"

Kirtley Mather, national presi.
dent of the Young Men’s Chistian
association, will be the principal
speaker at the annual area council meeting of the YMCA this
week end.
The meeting will take place in
The group has decided to put the Civic auditorium Saturday and
up location signs on Registration Sunday and will deal with many
Day to help new students get ac- problems, accordint to Dean of
quainted with the campus. ’
Men Paul M. Pitman.

Portalmen Smash
Two JC Teams
Short of San Mateo.
It was a
smashing slugfest all the way.
Glenn Graff battled Lassen’s
Dick Knezevich to an even draw
in the first 160-pound bout. Graff
did his best work in the fighting,
while Knezevich made use of an
effective right hand at long range.
In a special event Gene Callanchini of Bellermine battled to a
draw with Sparta’s Jack Nelson.
Nelson was somewhat handicapped
by the one -minute rounds.
Gordon Voss, San Jose 145pMWit1llkirrt
Davis of San Mateo in the 145 pound class. Davis was out on his
feet as the second round ended.

rats) will play. Mrs. Blackmon
edged into the kitchen, gathering courage with each step. She
looked at the hole behind the
stove. Eeeeek! Mr. Rat was
back!
Track records fell as Mrs. B.
gathered up the offspring and
dashed to a neighbor’s apartment and refused to return until her gallant husband could
return to protect his family.
According to Blackmon, "It’s

Mu Delta Pi Plans Kirtley Mather
Dance For Friday To Address YMCA

Photo Exhibition
Offers Trip
A trip to New York with traveling expense paid will be one of the
awards given the winner of the
third annual College Photography
Exhibition, according to an announcement received from Kappa
Alpha Mu, national photography
fraternity.
The award, given by Science Illustrated, also will include seven
working weeks on their staff at a
salary of $50 a week and promise
of a job if the winning photographer proves acceptable.
Entries will be accepted in five
classes until April 30, 1948. First
place awards will be made for the
best pictures in the news, pictorial-feature, fashion, sports, and
industrial classes. The grand prize
will be awarded to the best of
these five winners.
Students regularly enrolled in
any college or university are eligible to enter up to ten prints with
no more than five entries in any
one division.
Entry blanks and contest rules
may be obtained by writing to W.
J. Bell, secretary, 18 Walter Williams Hall, University of Missouri,
Columbia, Missouri.
OW-

the stove. The attack forced the
rat to retreat.
As morning dawned, Blackmon trudged off to school. While
the cat is away the mice (or
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LIP MOB
TRY A PACK

TODAY
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